We introduce a temporal logic for the polyadic -calculus based on xed point extensions of Hennessy-Milner logic. Features are added to account for parametrisation, generation, and passing of names, including the use, following Milner, of dependent sum and product to account for (unlocalised) input and output, and explicit parametrisation on names using lambda-abstraction and application. The latter provides a single name binding mechanism supporting all parametrisation needed. A proof system and decision procedure is developed based on Stirling and Walker's approach to model checking the modal -calculus using constants. One di culty, for both conceptual and e ciency-based reasons, is to avoid the explicit use of the !-rule for parametrised processes. A key idea, following Hennessy and Lin's approach to deciding bisimulation for certain types of value-passing processes, is the relativisation of correctness assertions to conditions on names. Based on this idea a proof system and decision procedure is obtained for arbitrary -calculus processes with nite control, -calculus correlates of CCS nite-state processes, avoiding the use of parallel composition in recursively de ned processes.
Introduction
The propositional -calculus has recently emerged as a powerful instrument for specifying temporal properties of processes (c.f. 17, 4]), and model checkers for checking propositional -calculus properties against nite-state (CCS) processes have been developed and implemented (c.f. 8, 18, 2] ). For most practical applications, however, mechanisms for parameter passing and quanti cation are invaluable. Based on CCS the -calculus of Milner, Parrow, and Walker 13] has recently been proposed as a way of formally describing mobility in process structures such as mobile telephone networks (Orava, Parrow 14] ). In fact the -calculus can well be viewed as a prototypical value passing calculus, a view being reinforced by the capacity of the -calculus to encode data types 10], lambda calculus 11], and higher order processes 15] .
As a temporal logic for the -calculus, however, the propositional -calculus is not directly suitable, lacking, as it does, mechanisms for parametrisation, passing, generation, and quanti cation of names. In this paper we demonstrate 1. how such facilities can be added to the propositional -calculus, resulting in a very expressive temporal logic for the -calculus, and 2. how a proof system and tableau based model checking algorithm for this richer logic can be built, based, concretely, on Stirling and Walker's approach to model checking the modal -calculus 18]. Note that (2) is far from trivial, since there is no prior reason to believe that the mechanisms for parameter handling and those for xed points do not interfere. Indeed the contrary, if anything, should be supposed, since name passing causes even the simplest processes to be in nite state.
A number of problems must be addressed. The rst concerns the choice of base modalities. Our work is based on the logic of Milner 10] for the polyadic -calculus, an extension of the -calculus to support the communication of tuples. A key feature of this logic is the use of dependent sum ( ) and product (here 8) to handle (un-localised) output and input of name-parameters.
The second hurdle concerns the need for xed points to be parametrised on names. To see the necessity of this consider the following single element memory cell (in CCS-like notation)
MEM(x) = outx:MEM(x) + in(y):MEM(y) 1 A characteristic property of MEM(x) is, informally, that it always outputs the last element input, or, rephrased without reference to pasttime modalities, that whenever an element is input then that same element is output until some new element is input. Trying to formalise this property using the ideas of the propositional -calculus results in the following parametrised xed point = X(x): in(y)]X(y)^ outx 0 ](x = x 0^X (x 0 )):
This example illustrates the extent to which name-parametrisation pervades the syntax of formulas. By using explicit name-parametrisation and instantiation by -abstraction and application all parametrisation needed can be handled by a single name-binding mechanism. Thus, as an example, we replace by the formula X: x: in]8( y:(Xy))^ out] ( x 0 :x = x 0^( Xx 0 )):
In this manner a large degree of orthogonality is revealed between propositional connectives, modal connectives, xed points, abstraction and application, and quanti ers.
A third hurdle concerns the doubling of names in the -calculus as both variables and constants. This makes a standard version of the rule of generalisation for correctness assertions A : such as 8-intro: Ax : x A : 8 (x not free in A or )
unsound. For instance it will license the inference y:0 j z:0 : ]false ( x)(y:0 j x:0) : 8 x: ]false which is clearly invalid. An alternative is to use an !-rule for A : 8 , perhaps restricted to names free in A or plus one to serve as a representative of names free in neither. While sound, such an approach, however, has some disadvantages: Its schematic form makes it somewhat unattractive from a proof-theoretic point of view, but more seriously it is ine cient, forcing names to be treated distinctly even where this may not be necessary. An alternative which has been pursued in the context of value-passing calculi by Hennessy and Lin 5] for bisimulation checking, and by Hennessy and Liu 6] for modal logics, is to explicitly relativise correctness assertions to conditions c on names. Such name conditions are expressions in the rst-order language of names with equality. The problem with 8-intro is that by taking x to be fresh it is thereby implicitly assumed to be distinct from all names that are not fresh. If relativised correctness assertions are written c`A : the rule of generalisation is regained in the following form: where by requiring x to be not free in c ensuring that no prior assumptions about x are made neither explicitly nor implicitly. Name conditions are expressions in the rst-order language of names with equality.
A fourth hurdle concerns model checking and how to deal with xed points. We adopt the approach of Stirling and Walker 18] using constants to keep track of the way xed point occurrences are unfolded during model checking. The use of constants allows alternating xed points, crucial for the expression of many liveness and fairness related properties, to be handled in an elegant fashion. The approaches to model checking in the propositional -calculus applies only to nite-state processes. For thecalculus restricting to true nite-state processes is far too restrictive since even the simplest -calculus processes exhibit in nite-state behaviour. A much more liberal notion is obtained as a direct generalisation of the notion of nite-state process in CCS by disallowing just processes which have occurrences of the parallel combinator j within recursive de nitions.
Processes which adhere to this restriction are termed nite control. What is surprising is that this condition turns out to be the only one needed for model checking to work and be decidable. We present as the main result of the paper a proof-, or tableau system for relativised correctness assertions for nite control processes which is sound and complete, and use it as the basis for a decision procedure.
In sections 2 and 3 we present our version of the polyadic -calculus and its operational semantics. In order to support the relativisation of correctness assertions to name conditions the operational semantics is modi ed by similarly relativising the structural congruence and commitment relations to name partitions. These are partitions of the name spaces determining the identi cations and distinctions assumed. Distinctions alone, as introduced by Milner et al in 13] , are too weak since both positive and negative assertions about the identity of names are needed. Interestingly, name partitions provides machinery to include into the polyadic -calculus the conditional bAB where b is a boolean expression, behaving like A when b is true and like B when b is false. In section 3 4 the extended -calculus is introduced, and in section 5 the proof system for relativised correctness assertions is given. The remainder of the paper are devoted to proofs of soundness, completeness, and decidability of this proof system. These proofs extend corresponding proofs for the modal -calculus due to Stirling and Walke 18] , and Streett and Emerson 19] . In section 6 an alternative semantics, called symbolic following Hennessy and Lin 5] , of the extended -calculus is given which relativise formulas to general name conditions rather than just name partitions. The symbolic semantics provides to a large extent the purely local parts of the soundness, completeness, and decidability proofs. Soundness is proved in section 7 and the decision procedure is given in section 8. In section 9 the decision procedure is proved terminating and well-de ned, and then completeness and decidability is proved in section 10. Finally section 11 contains the conclusion and discussions of related work.
The Polyadic -calculus
The version of the -calculus used here is a version of Milner's polyadic -calculus 10], somewhat modi ed to involve conditionals and an operational semantics relativised to name partitions. The letters x; y; z; : : : are used to range over names of which there is a countably in nite supply, A; B over agents, and D over agent identi ers. Actions, ; , are either names, co-names of the form x, or the distinguished constant . We assume a countable in nity of distinct names. If is a name x then n( ) (the name of ) is x. and p( ) (the polarity of ) is ?. Otherwise if = x then n( ) = x and p(x) = +. The syntax of agents is given as follows:
Boolean expressions: 
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of agents is, following Milner 10] , given in terms of a structural congruence relation together with a commitment relation . This style of semantics was introduced by Milner in 11] to which the reader is referred for justi cation of many of the clauses given below. Here the structural congruence and commitment relations are parametrised on name partitions, partitions " on the set of names. This provides the strengthening of the notion of distinctions 13] needed to deal with general name conditions rather than just the positive match operator of 13]. A name partition " identi es the names x and y if and only if x and y are members of the same partition. Thus name partitions provide models for boolean expressions and rst-order conditions on names, and we write " j = c if " is a model for c. Name partitions extend to actions in the obvious way by " j = 1 = 2 i either 1 = x 1 , 2 = x 2 , and " j = x 1 = x 2 ; or 1 = x 1 , 2 = x 2 , and " j = x 1 = x 2 ; or 1 = 2 = .
In addition to interpreting booleans and rst-order name conditions we need an operation for the generation of new names: ( x)" = fS ? fxg j S 2 "g ffxgg:
The conditions governing the relativised structural congruence relation " are shown on g. 1. Note that for the structural congruence relation (but not for the commitment relation) relativisation to name partitions is needed only because of conditionals. An unrelativised structural congruence relation can be derived from the relativised one by A" B" whenever A " B. This congruence relation is closely related to the one considered by Milner in 10] . The di erence is that we do not here in general assume conversion under , i.e. a rule such as If A " 0 B for all " 0 such that fS ? fxg j S 2 " 0 g = fS ? fxg j S 2 "g then ( x)A " ( x)B. Thus the term \congruence" for the structural congruence relation is actually misplaced, and for the remainder of the paper we refer to " as the structural equivalence relation instead.
Another justi cation for " is in terms of an appropriate normal form theorem. Say an agent A is in normal form if it is either an abstraction of the form ( x)A, a concretion of the form x]A or ( x) x]A, or a process P generated by the abstract syntax P ::= 0 P + P :A P j P ( x)P Proposition 3.1 ( Induction in jnj where n is the arity of A, using 1.
(Lemma 3.2)
Let now " 0 be any name partition and A any well-formed agent. A is allowed to contain free guarded occurrences of identi ers, and identi ers are assumed to be assigned an arity. We use induction in the structure of A to show that if A 0 is any instance of A obtained by substituting names for names and agents of arity n for free guarded occurrences of identi ers of arity n then A 0 is "-admissible thus completing the proof. We consider the cases for the conditional, lambda abstraction, application, and recursive de nition. The remaining cases are similar. We proceed to de ne the relativised commitment relation A " :B. The commitment relation is now given in g. 2. Note that although this is not necessary since j is assumed to be commutative, we have chosen to include symmetrical versions of the rules sum, comm and par. This is merely a technical convenience. As for the structural equivalence relation 4 Adding Name Passing to the Propositional -calculus
In this section we extend the propositional -calculus with name-parametrisation and dependent sum and product as in 10]. The result is a powerful temporal logic for the polyadic -calculus characterising late strong bisimulation equivalence 10, 12] . By explicitly introducing lambda-abstraction and application of names all parametrisation issues for xed points and dependent types are catered for in a uniform way. Formulas, ranged over by ; , are thus interpreted as sets of agents parametrised on names.
The letters X; Y; Z range over propositional variables each assigned an arity n 2 !, written X : n. The syntax of formulas is given as follows: ::= x = y x 6 = y ^ _ < > ] X X: X: x: x 8 9 Brie y the logical connectives can be understood as follows:^and _ are the usual boolean connectives; < > and ] are the labelled modal connectives; (not to be confused with the -calculus -operator) is the greatest xed point operator used, typically, for invariant properties; is the least xed point operator used for eventualities; and application is used for name-parametrisation; is dependent sum used for concretions, for instance is satis ed by a concretion x]A for which A satis es x; and nally 8 and 9 are quanti ers expressing properties of abstractions. For instance 8 is satis ed by an abstraction A for which Ax satis es x for all x, and 9 is satis ed by an abstraction A for which Ax satis es x for some x. Thus the logical correlate of (agent) abstraction is quanti cation. We use as a meta-variable ranging over f ; g. As for agents we assume for technical convenience that recursive ( or ) formulas have no free occurrences of names. The only binder of names is , and and are binders of propositional variables. Formulas are generally identi ed up to renaming of bound names or variables.
As for the -calculus attention is restricted to well-formed formulas by extending the assignment of arities to variables to arbitrary well-formed formulas by letting x = y : 0, x 6 = y : 0, and closing under the rules: We proceed to de ne the semantics of formulas. First machinery is introduced to account for free occurrences of propositional variables. A proposition environment is a mapping which given a propositional variable X of arity m, an m-vector of names y 1 ; : : :; y m , and a name partition " gives a set Xy 1 y m " A. Let now : n. Given a proposition environment , an n-vector x 1 x n of names, and a name partition ", the \standard" interpretation of produces a set k k x 1 x n " A. ; otherwise kx 6 = yk " 
and B 2 k k xx 1 x n "g fA j A " ( x) x]B; x 6 2 fn( ) fx 1 ; : : :; x n g; and B 2 k k xx 1 x n (( x)")g k8 k x 1 x n " = fA j 8x:Ax 2 k k xx 1 x n "g k9 k x 1 x n " = fA j 9x:Ax 2 k k xx 1 x n "g; Figure 3 : Standard semantics to be propositionally closed. For such , k k x 1 x n " does not depend on and is thus abbreviated k kx 1 x n ". The standard interpretation is shown in g. 3. Here the complete boolean algebra structure of 2 A is inherited pointwise to proposition environments and interpretations. The symbols v, u, and t are used to denote the induced lattice ordering, in mum, and supremum, respectively. Notice that for formulas in positive form (i.e. with negations applied to propositional variables only) the modal -calculus can be viewed as a sublanguage of the language considered here, and that the semantics assigned by g. 3 to this sublanguage is the usual one (c.f. 18]).
5 Proof System
In this section we introduce a proof system for relativised correctness assertions c`A : . The intended interpretation of such assertions is that A 2 k k" whenever " j = c. A complication, however, concerns the need to handle xed point formulas. For this we adopt the approach of Stirling and Walker 18] by including into the syntax of formulas constants U to denote occurrences of xed point formulas. A de nition list is a sequence = (U 1 7 ! 1 ); : : : ; (U m 7 ! m ), associating to each U i the propositionally closed formula (U i ) = i . Here is required to satisfy the conditions:
1. each U i is unique, and 2. each (U i ) mentions only constants among fU 1 ; : : : ; U i?1 g. For as above, dom( ) = fU 1 ; : : :; U m g, and if U 6 2 dom( ) and each constant occurring in is included in dom( ) then (U 7 ! ) is the update of associating to U. If is admissible for in the sense that each constant occurring in is in dom( ) then is constant-free formula resulting from recursively replacing each occurrence of a constant in by its de nition. Note that, as xed point formulas are required to be fully parametrised, formulas and have identical sets of free names.
Thus relativised correctness assertions, or sequents, have the form c` A : where A is a well-formed process, is admissible for , and is propositionally closed and of arity 0. The sequent c` A : is then true, if A 2 k k" whenever " j = c. We present a proof, or tableau system for sequents. The proof system consists of a collection of axioms and proof rules which describe the local properties of the logical connectives, plus an additional rule to deal with properties which depend on the in nite behaviour of agents. The following abbreviations are used in the local proof rules shown in g. 4:
1. and c-match: Either = = , or else j = c n( ) = n( ), and p( ) = p( ). The rules should be fairly uncontroversial given the semantics of formulas and our previous comments. In addition to the local rules the proof system is equipped with the following single rule for discharging hypotheses: There is a close relationship between the proof system of g. 4 and the tableau system of Stirling and Walker 18] . For the fragment of closed positive modal -calculus formulas and CCS agents, the two systems coincide in the sense that there is a successful tableau for A` in the notation of 18] i there is a proof of true` A : in the system of g.
4.
Note that box causes the proof system to be in nitary. This problem, however, is only super cial, as we proceed to show. While the set of In the remainder of the paper we tacitly assume that the rules fin-box and fin-dia are being used in place of box and dia. Note that strictly speaking fin-box remains in nitary due to the fact that name conditions range over syntactical name conditions rather than sets of names. This, however, can easily be overcome, for instance by using normal forms. We obtain the following soundness, completeness, and decidability results for nite control processes: 2
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to a proof of Theorem 5.2. First we give a direct characterisation of true sequents in terms of a symbolic semantics. Using this semantics we proceed to prove soundness. For decidability and completeness we then present the model checking algorithm, show its termination, and, using this, nally establish completeness and decidability. 15 
Symbolic Semantics
The point of the symbolic semantics is to replace the relativisation of the standard semantics to name partitions with relativisation to more general name conditions, thus providing a direct semantical correlate of the notion of true sequent. Thus the symbolic semantics assigns to each of arity n a set k k s x 1 x n c A where is a symbolic environment.
Such environments di er from proposition environments only in that they depend on general name conditions instead of name partitions. for all c 1 ; c 2 . A symbolic environment is then well-behaved if Xy 1 y k is well-behaved for all X : k and y 1 ; : : :; y k . Well-behaved maps are closed under arbitrary in ma and suprema. Note, however, that while suprema of chains of well-behaved maps can be computed pointwise, this is not generally true for arbitrary suprema.
As in section 4, k k s x 1 x n c is abbreviated to k k s x 1 x n c when is propositionally closed. To de ne k k s it is convenient rst by mutual recursion to de ne its specialisation k k nf to normal forms, and then derive k k s itself in the following manner: k k s x 1 x n c = fA j 8";B 2 NF; if A " B and " j = c then B 2 k k nf x 1 x n c " g where c " abbreviates the condition (fx = y j x; y 2 N; " j = x = yg fx 6 = y j x; y 2 N; " j = x 6 = yg); and N = fn(A) fn( ) fx 1 ; : : :; x n g. The same abbreviation is used in the de nition of k k nf shown in g 5. The correctness of the symbolic semantics is expressed in the following Lemma: Lemma 6.1 Let : n and propositionally closed. Then A 2 k k s x 1 x n c i for all ", A 2 k kx 1 x n " whenever " j = c. Together (1) and (2) implies the desired conclusion. We rst prove that (1) follows from (2) . Observe rst that k k s 0 x 1 x n c " = fA j 8B 2 NF; if A " B; then B 2 k k nf 0 x 1 x n c " g:
It thus su ces to show that A 2 k k nf 0 x 1 x n c " i A 2 k k x 1 x n ", assuming A 2 NF. The following Lemma expresses the contravariance of k k nf in its last argument, and allows unused names to be projected out. Lemma 6.2 1. If j = c 1 c 2 then k k nf x 1 x n c 2 k k nf x 1 x n c 1 .
2. Suppose that x 6 2 N. Then A 2 k k nf x 1 x n c i A 2 k k nf x 1 x n (9x:c). where c " is computed relative to fn( ) fy 1 ; : : :; y m g.
We leave the proof of (a) to the reader. For (b) note rst that if f is well-behaved then
Suppose that f v k k s 0 X 7 ! f], i.e. for all x 1 ; : : :x n and c, fx 1 x n c k k s 0 X 7 ! f]x 1 x n c. Then in particular for all ", fx 1 x n c " k k s 0 X 7 ! f]x 1 x n c " where c " is computed relative to fn( ) fx 1 ; : : :x n g. By the above observation it follows that fx 1 x n c " k k s ( X 7 ! f y ]) 0 x 1 x n c " , consequently by the induction hypothesis for (1) and the de nition of f y , f y x 1 x n " k k X 7 ! f y ]x 1 x n " as was to be shown since x 1 ; : : :x n and " were arbitrary. The checks for least xed points are dual to the cases for greatest xed points.
Next for the proof of (2), assuming that is well-behaved: It follows by standard techniques that u k X: k s is the greatest xed point of f:k k s X 7 ! f], and that t k X: k s is the least. In fact only reference to countable ordinals are needed. Note, however, that we need also to verify that k X: k s and k X: k s are well-behaved for all ordinals , whenever is well-behaved too. That this is so can be seen from the proof of Lemma 6.1. We can then proceed to prove soundness. The proof given here follows the lines of the corresponding proof in 18].
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness) If c` A : is derivable then it is true.
Proof First observation to note is that if all antecedents of a local rule are true then so is the conclusion. This follows immediately from the symbolic semantics, Lemma 6.1. Suppose then that a proof of c` A : is given, and that c` A : is false, i.e. (by Lemma 6.1) A 6 2 k k s c. For every sequent occurring in the proof, if it is false then so is an antecedent of that sequent. If a sequent has no antecedents then it is true. Thus we can nd a constant U 1 such that 1. it is possible to trace a path upwards through the proof using only false sequents from the sequent c` A : to a sequent of the form c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 , 2. 1 (U 1 ) is a -formula, and 3. If U is another -constant introduced strictly before U 1 (i.e. occurring before U 1 in 1 ) then (1) and (2) fails to hold of U. For if no such U 1 exists then it will be possible to trace an in nite path upwards from c` A : , but this is impossible. Note that we can additionally require the traced path to be as short as possible. Thus c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 is prevented from being an occurrence of a hypothesis.
Having now reached the sequent c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 the proof proceeds iteratively, in the limit tracing an in nite path through the given ( nite) proof. The rst iteration step proceeds as follows:
Consider the subproof rooted in c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 . Using ordinal approximations we can nd a minimal such that if 1 (U 1 ) = X: 1 then A 1 6 2 k X: 1 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 k s c 1 :
We index occurrences of U 1 in the subproof. Thus occurrences of U 1 indexed by 0 are interpreted as 0 X: 1 rather than simply X: 1 in determining truthhood of sequents. At the root sequent U 1 is indexed by and subsequently, every time U 1 is unfolded, the index is minimised (while preserving truthhood/falsehood of sequents), and thus strictly decreased. Using this procedure all occurrences of U 1 are indexed. For the only rule that could prevent this from being true is fix eliminating U 1 . But then the choice of U 1 would have violated the convention that constants are de ned at most once.
In the indexed subproof the root sequent c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 is false. We now show that we can nd some new constant U 2 such that 1. it is possible to trace a path in the indexed subproof using only false sequents upwards from c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 to a sequent of the form c 2` 2 A 2 : U 2 x 2;1 x 2;m 2 , 2. 2 (U 2 ) is a -formula, and 3. If U is another -constant introduced strictly before U 2 then (1){ (2) fails to hold of U. 4 . U 2 is introduced strictly after U 1 . Starting from the root sequent the path is built step by step. Having reached a false sequent c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 it is either an occurrence of a 22 hypothesis, or else it has some antecedent which is false too. If the latter case applies and a suitable U 2 has not yet been found, the construction merely proceeds. Suppose the rst case applies with 0 of the form, say, U 0 x 0 1 x 0 m 0 . It cannot be that U 0 was introduced before U 1 since otherwise U 0 would have been chosen instead of U 1 . Neither can it be the case that U 0 = U 1 only possibility is thus that U 0 be introduced strictly after U 1 . But then we're done, since we have identi ed one possible candidate for U 2 , and among all candidates we can then choose one for which (3) above is true.
Note that, again, by choosing the path as small as possible we can ensure that c 2` 2 A 2 : U 2 x 2;1 x 2;m 2 is not an occurrence of a hypothesis. For if it were we would nd some application of dis discharging this hypothesis, and concluding the sequent c 0 2` 2 A 2 : U 2 x 2;1 x 2;m 2 for some c 0 2 . The application of this sequent must be above the current root sequent c 1` 1 A 1 : U 1 x 1;1 x 1;m 1 , since if it were below the convention preventing rede nition of constants would be violated. But then the path construction would have terminated when reaching the sequent c 0 2` 2 A 2 : U 2 x 2;1 x 2;m 2 , and we're done.
The construction can now proceed iteratively from the false sequent c 2` 2 A 2 : U 2 x 2;1 x 2;m 2 , and the proof is concluded. 2 
The Decision Procedure
In this section we describe the decision procedure central to the completeness and decidability parts of Theorem 5.2. Let an initial sequent c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 be given such that A 0 is of nite control. The decision procedure provides a strategy for building a proof of c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 , provided such a proof exists. The procedure builds proofs in a re nement-or goal-directed manner as is usual in tableaux-based approaches. The key issue is to allow attention to be restricted to nite subsets of state spaces which are in general in nite. The factor ] par (A 0 ) + 1 is needed to avoid name clashes during scope extrusion. An alternative to using N 0 for both bound and free names is to use N 0 for free names only, and then use de Bruijn's indexes for bound variables. Whereas little seems to be gained from the latter approach from the point of view of worst case complexity or clarity of presentation, the use of de Bruijn's indexes may prove valuable in speeding up actual implementations.
Rather At each step the procedure either terminates or else it chooses to re ne the current goal, say c` A : , by an instance of one of the proof rules. We assume of c that it is prime, and that all names occurring freely or bound in A or are in N 0 . The choice of proof rule is guided by the structure of . Using equiv and ex-cond A can be assumed to be in normal form, and fn(c) can if needed be replaced by its restriction to fn(A) fn( ). Guided by the outermost connective of , the procedure now proceeds as described by the pseudo-ML function check2 of g. 6. The de nition of check2 uses a few anxillary functions and abbreviations: However, when = it corresponds to re nement by dis. If on the other hand a sequent of the form c 0` 0 A : as above has already been visited then, if = , the procedure terminates unsuccessfully (as the chosen strategy for re ning c 0` 0 A : did not succeed in eliminating the recursion), and if = it terminates successfully (since the current goal can then be discharged).
In the next section we prove that the model checking procedure of g. 6 is well-de ned, and then in section 10 we show that it is correct.
Termination and Well-de nedness
An invocation of check(c` A : ) can, if it yields a well-de ned result, be viewed as determinining not only a truth-value, but also a set of proof structures. The aim of the present section is to show that on all inputs check is indeed well-de ned, and determines a a set of proof structures all members of which are generated by the local and global rules of section 5. To show this the following must be established:
1. That, using the algorithm of g. 6, only a nite number of agents are reachable. 2. Using (1) , that the algorithm terminates on all inputs. 3. That the algorithm determines a well-de ned truth-value on all inputs. 4. That each re nement step determined by the algorithm corresponds to a well-de ned proof structure. Together these results show that if a sequent is true then there is a proof for it. It does not follow, however, that the proof has no undischarged hypotheses occurring in it. The proof of this (completeness) is delayed till section 10.
Agents
We de ne the relation A ! B intended to capture the ways agents A in single steps give rise to other agents B using the algorithm of g. Of these, (1) can be seen to hold from the proof of Proposition 3.1, (2) by inspecting the rules de ning ? " , and (3) holds by de nition.
2
We then proceed to prove niteness: Thus, for d to be in nite the unfolding axiom (6) must be appealed to in nitely often (or else alpha conversions are used almost always|this situation is left to the reader to dispose of). We assume here that we can nd some i 0 for which A i 0 has the form C i 0 (B i 0 ;1 ; : : : ; B i 0 ;m ) where C i 0 is an m-ary context built using only operators of the form x], ( x), ( x), or j, and for which each B j has no occurrences of parallel composition. The situation where this assumption might fail is when one of the B i 0 ;j fails to have the desired form but is never again \touched" by d. This situation can be handled by entirely analogous techniques as the case we consider here. Now for all i i 0 , A i will have a similar form C i (B i;1 ; : : : ; B i;m ), and for each j : 1 j m, either B i;j = B i+1;j , or else B i;j ! B i+1;j . In addition we can assume that for in nitely many i, does B i;j ! B i+1;j , since otherwise it su ces to pick a larger i 0 . Thus the proof has been reduced to showing (i) only a nite number of distinct C i are reachable (ii) any derivation d that does not involve parallel composition visits a nite number of distinct agents only. To prove (i) we introduce a new little transition system on contexts, and prove it nite. Formally, contexts are terms C generated by the abstract syntax We can now prove Lemma 9.4 by induction in the size of C: (12) as in the proof of Lemma 9.4 only one potentially problematic case remains, namely where step i refers to A. This, however, can only be the case when A 00 has the form p 0 D for p 0 a pre x, and in this situation it must, as we have seen, be the case that the pre x pp 0 is legitimate. Thus A i+1 has been brought into the desired form. be the (in nite) subsequence of s 0 for which 00 i has the form Uy i;1 y i;k i for all i 0. Since all y i;j i are chosen from the nite set N 0 , and since the number of distinct A 00 i is nite, and since also the number of N 0 -inequivalent c 00 i is nite, s 00 must be nite too, a contradiction. 2 
Normal Termination
While Theorem 9.6 shows that sketch terminates on all inputs it does not follow that on all inputs sketch produces a well-de ned truth-value. A 0 = ( x)A 0 0 . It must be the case that A n has the form p A 0 n for p a legitimate pre x, that A 0 0 ! p 0 A 0 n for some p 0 and A 0 n , and that either p and p 0 are identical, or else p di ers from p 0 only in that it (up to possible alpha-conversions of the bound name x) has an occurrence of ( x). In either case the result is immediate by the induction hypothesis.
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A 0 = A 0;1 j A 0;2 . In this case A n has the form p (A n;1 j A n;2 ) for some legitimate pre x p. Then assume that p has no free occurrences of names since if it had, before xD:A 0 0 would be subsequently unfolded, the free name (occurring in an output pre x) would be eliminated by an application of (7) . By the induction hypothesis we know that
The only case in which jfn(A n )j could be greater than jfn(A 0 n )j is when p 0 contains an occurrence of an output pre : ). This set is well-de ned and each of its members are well-de ned as proof structures generated by the local and global proof rules. We show that at least one member of this set will have no undischarged occurrences of hypotheses. Let U 1 ; : : :; U n be the sequence of -constants of in order of denition. Each n-length string w = 1 ; : : :; n of ordinals determines the de nition list w that coincides with on all -constants, and for each U i , 1 i n, if (U i ) = X i : i , say, then w (U i ) = i X i : i . The signature of c` A : , W(c` A : ), is then the lexicographically least string w such that A 2 k w k s c. Using ordinal approximations it is clear that if c` A : is true then it has a well-de ned signature.
We explain how to nd a candidate proof of c` A : in stages. At each stage we keep track of a current set of candidate proof structures, P, and a current set of sequents (or more precisely, sequent occurrences), S, to be further re ned. The set S has the property that no sequent in S occurs above another. Then P has the property that the subproofs obtained from each proof in P by restricting attention to sequents above the root and not above a sequent in the S, are identical.
Initially P is the entire set of proof structures determined by an invocation of check2(c` A : ), and S is the singleton fc` A : g. We explain how to complete stage n. Pick a member of S, say c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 . Suppose that check2(c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 ) does not recurse. Then the search is nished since either 0 is an equation or an inequation which must be provable since it is true, or else 0 is a constant, and we will then have to prove that 0 is a -constant so that c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 is a discharged occurrence of a hypothesis. In either case c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 is removed from the S, and we proceed to stage n + 1. So assume instead that check2(c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 ) does recurse. Choose then a maximal subset of P such that 1. c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 is the conclusion of the same rule instance. 2. The antecedents of c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 have minimal signatures. Note that either the rule instance is determined, or else (in the cases for disjunctions or diamonds) each potential rule instance has only one antecedent. It follows from the symbolic semantics that a nonempty subset with these properties can be chosen. Having made the choice P is replaced by the chosen subset, and S is updated by replacing c 0` 0 A 0 : 0 by its antecedents.
The result is a well-de ned proof structure. Moreover, the only undischarged occurrences of sequents in this proof structure are sequents of the form c 0` 0 A 0 : Ux 1 x m where U is a -constant. We need to show that no such sequents can occur. So assume that the resulting proof has an undischarged occurrence of c 0 Proof By termination, soundness and the proof of the Completeness Theorem we know that a sequent is derivable if and only if the application of the model checking algorithm to that sequent results in the value \true". 2 
Conclusion and Related Work
Algorithms for value passing process calculi have been considered recently by a number of authors. For bisimulation equivalence Jonsson and Parrow 7] have considered data-independent programs, and Hennessy and Lin 5] have presented an algorithm for a certain class of \standard" symbolic transition graphs. Applied to the -calculus both these classes are strictly weaker than the notion of nite control agent introduced in the present paper. In particular we avoid the technical conditions that prohibit reuse of variables in the algorithm of Hennessy and Lin. Note that it is likely that our model checker can be used for deciding bisimulation equivalence of nite control agents via a notion of characteristic formula (c.f. 3]). A closely related proof system for a version of Hennessy-Milner logic adapted to value-passing has been introduced by Hennessy and Liu 6] . Parts of our proof system appear originally in their work: The structural rules, and the rules for boolean connectives, 8 and 9. However, they fail to consider xed points or other temporal operators, and thus their logic is far too weak to be of any practical interest. Indeed it is the handling of just recursively de ned agents and properties in the presence of name passing and generation which forms the main contribution of the present paper. Other signi cant di erences concern our choice of basic connectives and our focus on the -calculus.
Many issues related to the work reported here needs to be further examined. More consideration is needed from both practical and theoretical perspectives of the features required from a temporal logic along the lines of the one we describe. Relations to the -calculus encodings of data types, lambda calculus, and the higher order -calculus should be investigated. The e ciency and usability of our proof system and decision procedure needs to be evaluated on practical examples. Mechanisms for compositional veri cation should be developed, perhaps along the lines of Stirling 16] , or Andersen and Winskel 1]. Concerning early bisimulation equivalence a temporal logic characterising this equivalence instead of late bisimulation equivalence can be devised using the basic modalities of e.g. 12] in place of those considered here. We envisage no signi cant problems in obtaining similar results for such a logic.
